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ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER 

In order to meet the environmental, societal and ethical challenges that have become paramount in our society, LID 

is committed to an approach of environmental responsibility. Considered as a guarantee of progress and 

sustainability, it is emerging as the key to shared growth, profitable for the company, its employees, partners and 

more broadly society and the environment in which we operate.

Design and manufacturing: 

LID lamps are perfectly in line with the current search for sustainable products with low environmental impact: the 

materials are noble and facilitate recycling. By their mastered design and the quality of the manufacturing: we 

display a real desire for a sustainable development policy with very little return in after-sales service.

We use eco performance LEDs on printed circuits, exceptional Lumens / Watt yield, respect and 

mastery of LEDs for a lifetime of 30 years, and very low consumption ... 

Eco-responsible purchasing: We favor short circuits for our supplies by selecting the nearest competent suppliers 

and maintain long-term partnerships with them. 

Recycling and waste management: 

LID is a member of Ecosystem and finances the approved collection and recycling sector for 

professional electrical waste (WEEE Pro). 

This voluntary commitment from LID allows customers to benefit from simple and free 

solutions to ensure the recycling of their lighting fixtures. (To know all the collection solutions: www.ecosystem.comsolutions to ensure the recycling of their lighting fixtures. (To know all the collection solutions: www.ecosystem.com

) 

LID applies a sorting policy: waste baskets available to employees, litter relating to common equipment (coffee 

machine, meals, etc.) is collected and recycled by an organization 
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collection once a week (Silim: Collection, transport, treatment, sorting, recycling and recovery) 

Used IT consumables are collected, sorted and valued. 

Packaging: 

We use recyclable packaging (mainly cardboard) which we limit in quantity: we choose the best compromise 

between quantity and protection and group together the shipments as much as possible. We do not practice 

unnecessary overpacking.

Administrative organisation : 

For many years, we have streamlined printing: reduction in printing volume (black and white, double-sided, 

systematization of the print preview ...), collection and recycling of consumables (paper, toner, cartridges), reuse of 

unused printed papers as drafts or notepads. 

We use means of communication and storage of information by internal IT and we communicate by email (orders, 

invoices, quotes, etc.) 

Marketing and commercial activity: 

We have chosen to dematerialize our marketing tools except for our general catalog which is published once a year. 

We minimize travel (especially international travel), in particular through videoconferencing. 

When necessary, the travel of salespeople is rationalized and public transport is preferred 

Lambesc, 07/04/2020 Sophie 

Charron President 
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